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inscriptions
13. Geng Ying

yo u

and Geng Ying

39
ding

Geng Ying commissioned a wine flask decorated with bird ornaments on
its body and lid (presently in the Harvard University Art Museum, formerly
the Grenville L. Winthrop Collection) and a now-lost cauldron for serving
sacrificial meat. In the name Geng Ying, Ying represents a surname, whereas Geng may correspond to this person’s place of origin. Only names of
women include surnames. The dedication to a female ancestor in the flask’s
inscription supports the inference that Geng Ying was female. On the basis
of the date recorded on the cauldron and of the appearance of the flask,1 the
two vessels can be dated to the reign of King Mu.
Geng Ying’s inscriptions attest to a unique case in which a female recipient was twice granted a royal ritual of “praising merit” (mieli 蔑曆) and
an award of sacrificial utensils and cowries. Moreover, they reflect the bilateral exchange of visits between a member of an aristocratic lineage and the
Zhou king. Both indicate that Geng Ying enjoyed an especially privileged
relationship with the Zhou king. According to later texts, the Ying 嬴 clan
of Qin 秦 were named after an ancient residence of Qin’s. According to traditional texts, Qin rose to power during the reign of King Ping of Zhou,
who raised its leader to the status of regional lord (zhuhou 諸侯) and appointed him to rule over the former royal metropolitan area, in present-day
Shaanxi Province. Five centuries later, Qin founded the first Chinese empire
(221 B.C.E.). With regard to the earlier history of the Ying clan, literary
sources are terse, stating only that it already existed before the beginning of
the Western Zhou period.2 Geng Ying’s inscriptions demonstrate that the
Ying clan was already prominent in the tenth century B.C.E.
Geng appears in one of the inscriptions commissioned by King Zhao’s
warlord Nangong Zhong 南宮中.3 Possibly, Geng was his place of residence.
Here, the King “inspected the lineage of the Duke,” i.e. of Nangong, and
“formed a brigade,” possibly in order to join the King’s southern campaign.
Several bronzes commissioned by Nangong Zhong and discovered in 1118
near Anzhou 安州, in present-day Hubei 湖北 Province, suggest that he
Such bird ornaments became popular during the second half of the tenth century B.C.E. (cf.
Rawson, Western Zhou Ritual Bronzes from the Arthur M. Sackler Collections, II, 428–29).

1
2

For example, Shiji 5.173.

Zhong zhi 中觶 (Jicheng 6514). For another inscription by Nangong Zhong, see the Zhong xian
中甗 (no. 18, below).
3
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never returned. To judge from the relative chronology of the inscriptions,
Geng Ying could be Nangong’s widow or daughter. By performing the mieli
ritual, the King may have praised not only her personal merits, but also
those of her husband or father.
Transcription (Geng Ying you )

唯王十月，既望，辰在己丑，王格于庚嬴宮。王蔑庚嬴曆。賜
貝十朋又丹一。
庚嬴對揚王休。用乍厥文姑寶尊彝。其子子孫孫。萬年永寶用。
Translation

It was in the tenth month of the King, jiwang; the chen was in yichou day (ganzhi no. 26). The King entered the palace of Lady Ying
of Geng. The King praised the merits of Lady Ying of Geng. He offered ten bundles of cowries and one receptacle of cinnabar.4
Lady Ying of Geng extolled in response the King’s beneficence.
She used this occasion to make the treasured venerated offering vessel for her cultivated aunt. May her sons and grandsons eternally use
it as a treasure for ten thousand years.

Transcription (Geng Ying ding )

唯廿又二年，四月既朢望己酉，王客琱（？）宮，衣（卒）事。
丁巳，王蔑庚嬴曆，賜祼、璋、貝十朋。對王休，用乍寶貞（鼎）。
Translation

It was the twenty-second year, the fourth month, jiwang, on jiyou
day (ganzhi no. 46). The King visited the Zhou (?) Palace; he finished the service.
On dingsi day (ganzhi no. 54), the King praised the merits of Lady
Ying of Geng. He offered a libation vessel or ladle, a jade scepter,
and ten bundles of cowry-shells. Lady Ying responded to the King’s
beneficence. She used this occasion to make this treasured tripod.

Various authors suggest different modern equivalents of the character designating the receptacle for cinnabar sand, but none of these suggestions is fully convincing. Possibly, this was a tube
made of bamboo (cf. Mingwen xuan, p. 37).

4
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Further Reading

Jicheng 5426, 2748.
Mingwen xuan, nos. 60–61.
Cao Zhaolan, Jinwen yu Yin Zhou nüxing wenhua, 78–82.
Li, Landscape and Power, 328–29.
Rawson, Western Zhou Ritual Bronzes from the Arthur M. Sackler Collections, II, 428–
29, fig. 53.7.
Wang Hui, Shang Zhou jinwen, 71–73.
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31. Xun

gui

and Shi You g u i

These two inscriptions are important documents reflecting the organization
of the Western Zhou defense and the relations of the Zhou with non-Zhou
neighbors during the middle and late Western Zhou periods. The Xun gui
was discovered in 1959 in Sipocun 寺坡村, Lantian County, Shaanxi Province, on the southern periphery of the Western Zhou metropolitan area. The
tureen, with small zoomorphic handles attached to the body below the rim
and pierced with large rings, is modestly decorated with rows of concave
horizontal ribs, like comparable vessels from the middle Western Zhou period.
Xun, having a position of Captain (shi 師, cf. inscription no. 32 below),
was a subordinate of Duke Yi (Yi Gong 益公), a military commander and
influential courtier during King Gong’s reign (for Yi Gong’s war against
Guai Kingdom, see the Guai Bo gui inscription, see no. 42, below). Xun was
appointed as a general coordinator of activities of various military divisions,
including the royal guard (“tiger-warriors,” huchen 虎臣), foot soldiers, border watches, and many groups of non-Zhou peoples called Yi 夷, who performed services for the Zhou. The area under Xun’s control stretched from
central Shaanxi to the eastern royal residence, Chengzhou, in central Henan—a distance of about 400 kilometers.
After the discovery of the Xun gui, scholarly attention turned to the Shi
You gui in the collection of the National Palace Museum in Taipei. Its inscription informs us that Captain You was charged by the King to assume
general control over the “tiger-warriors of the City” and several groups of
aliens. Hence, Captains Xun and You performed similar services in overlapping areas, although You controlled a smaller territory and a smaller number
of subordinates. Xun dedicated his tureen to his ancestor, referred to by his
temple name Yi Bo, and his wife of Ji 姬 surname, whereas You dedicated his
vessel to “his deceased father Yi Bo” and his mother Jiu Ji 宄姬, i.e. a woman
surnamed Ji. ( Jiu 宄 was probably her temple name.) Some scholars have
therefore suggested that Yi Bo referred to in inscriptions of both Xun and
You was the same person and, consequently, that You was Xun’s father. This
is unlikely, considering shape and décor on the Shi You gui.
The Shi You gui, in contrast to the Xun gui, bears many late Western
Zhou features: massive vertical loop handles decorated with three-dimensional dragon heads, and three small feet attached to a stand and decorated
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with high-relief feline heads, and with ornamental belts of horizontal scale
and ring shapes on the stand, as well as on the rims of its body and lid. Nevertheless, Shi You and Xun could have belonged to the same family, one that
practiced the Shang custom of giving temple names to ancestors according
to the Heavenly Stems of the Chinese calendar. By chance, two ancestors
belonging to different generations were named after the Yi stem.
Other sponsors of bronze objects can be identified as Xun’s relatives
with more confidence. The Xun gui was found in a hoard together with fifteen other bronzes, many of them identified with Mi Shu 弭叔 and Mi Shu
Captain Cha 弭叔師察. In 1963, a bronze tureen commissioned by Mi Bo
Captain Ji 弭伯師籍 was found in the nearby Wangchuan 輞川 commune.
These finds indicate that, in Western Zhou times, this locality was called
Mi 弭, and that it was a residence of the lineage to which all these persons,
including Captains Xun and You, belonged. Possibly, Mi represented one
of the Captains’ Lineages (shi shi 師氏) residing in strategically important
places and constituting the base of the Zhou military forces—the so-called
“eight western and six eastern Captaincies” (shi 師, often translated into
English as “garrisons” or “armies”). Ancient Mi was located in the valley of
Zi 滋 River (presently known as the Ba 灞 River). Flowing down from the
northern slopes of the Qinling Mountains towards present-day Xi’an, it offered a channel for movement into the Dan 丹 and Han 漢 River valleys that
served as conduits between the Zhou and non-Zhou polities of the south.
This also explains why so many aliens were under Captain Xun’s command
and why his subordinates included border watches.
Transcription (Xun gui )

王若曰：訇！不顯文、武受令（命），則乃祖奠周邦。今余令（命）
汝啻官、𤔲（司）邑人，先虎臣後庸：西門夷、秦夷、京夷、
𬉖夷、師笭側（鍘）薪、[ 𧻚 ]華夷、弁豸夷、𫧙人; 成周走亞、
戍：秦人、降人、服夷！易女玄衣黹屯（純）、𬰫巿、絅、黃
.（衡）、
戈琱戟、厚必（柲）、彤沙、鑾旂、攸（鋚）勒用事！
訇稽首、對揚天子休令（命）。用乍文祖乙伯同姬尊簋。訇萬
年！子子孫孫永寶用！
唯王十又七祀，王才射日宮。旦，王各，益公入右訇。
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Translation

The King spoke as follows (wang ruo yue):1 “Xun! Illustrious Kings
Wen and Wu received the Mandate, whereas your ancestors established the state of Zhou on their orders. Now I command you to assume the office of chiguan.2 Administer the people of the City, first
taking care of the tiger-warriors, then ordinary men: aliens from
Ximen, aliens from Qin, aliens from Jing, aliens from Chuo, woodcutters of Captain Ling, aliens from X-Hua, aliens from Bianzhi,
and men of Yu; in Chengzhou, administer the foot soldiers and
frontier guards: men of Qin, men of Jiang, and aliens who perform
services for Zhou! I bestow upon you a dark robe with embroidered
border, leather kneepads, a light robe, a jade pendant, a halberd with
a carved handle, a weapon with a handle wound with rope, cinnabar sand, a flag with tinkling bells, and a horse harness. Use them
for service!”
Xun bowed his head, extolling in response the beneficent command of the Son of Heaven. He used this occasion to make this
sacrificial tureen for his cultivated ancestor Yi-bo and his spouse of
Ji surname. May Xun last for ten thousand years. May his sons and
grandsons eternally use this vessel as a treasure.
This was the seventeenth sacrificial year of the King. The King
was in the Shooting-Sun Palace (?). At dawn, the King entered.
Duke Yi entered, accompanying Xun on his right-hand side.

Transcription (Shi You gui)

隹王元年正月，王才吳，各吳大廟。公族䲨（?）釐入右師酉，
立中廷。王呼史𥢺（稟）冊命師酉：嗣乃祖。啻官邑人：虎臣、西
門夷、𬉖夷、秦夷、京夷、弁豸夷。新賜汝赤市、朱黃（衡）、中
絅、攸（鋚）勒。敬夙夜！勿灋（廢）朕令（命）！
師酉拜稽首。對揚天子不顯休命。用乍朕文考乙白（宄）姬尊
簋。酉其萬年！子子孫孫永寶用！
Translation
In the first year of the King, in the first month. The King was in
Wu. [He] entered the Great Temple of Wu. Hong (?) Li of the
1
2

See the Glossary.
A title whose meaning is disputed; see Li, Bureaucracy and the State in Early China, 192n.5.
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Duke’s lineage entered, [accompanying] Captain You on his righthand side. [They] took their positions in the Middle Yard. The King
ordered Secretary Lin to read aloud the command to Captain You.
“Succeed your ancestors! Be the chiguan for the men of the City: the
tiger-warriors, aliens of Ximen, aliens of Chuo, aliens of Qin, aliens
of Jing, aliens of Bianzhi. I bestow anew upon you red kneepads
with a scarlet pendant, light inner clothing, and a horse harness. Be
respectful morning and night! Do not neglect my command!”
Captain You bowed, touching his head to the ground. [He] extolled in response the illustrious beneficent command of the Son of
Heaven. [He] used [this occasion] to make [this] sacrificial tureen
for his deceased father Yi Bo [and his mother] of Jiu Ji. May You
[last] for ten thousand years! May [his] sons and grandsons eternally use [this vessel] as a treasure!
Further Reading

Jicheng 4321 (Xun gui), 4288 (Shi You gui).
Mingwen xuan, nos. 220 (Xun gui) and 192 (Shi You gui).
Chen Shihui, “Xun gui yu Mishu gui xiaoji.”
Gu Jiguang, “Xun gui kaoshi zhi yi.”
Guo Moruo, “Mishu gui ji Hong gui kao shi.”
Huang Shengzhang, “Guanyu Xun gui de zhizuo niandai yu Hu Chen de shenfen
wenti.”
Li, “Succession and Promotion.”
Li Fuquan, “Xun gui mingwen de zonghe yanjiu.”
Rong Geng, “Mishu gui yu Xun gui kaoshi de shangjue.”
Tang Lan, Xi Zhou qingtongqi mingwen fendai shi zheng, 425–28.
Xia Hanyi, “Fu bu fu, zi bu zi.”
Wang Hui, Shang Zhou jinwen, 164–67.
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x u ga i

This xu lid was discovered in 1974 in Sufang 蘇坊, Wugong County 武功縣,
Shaanxi Province, under the fragments of a bronze bell and an earthenware jar, and next to a jade circular pendant (bi 璧). Possibly, these objects all
came from a looted and destroyed tomb. The vessel’s body was not found.
Sufang is attested as a settlement of the Western Zhou period. No further
excavations have been conducted. The lid is typical for the late ninth century
B.C.E. Although the date reference in the inscription does not include the
ganzhi designation, the object can be dated without doubt to the eighteenth
year of King Xuan, i.e. either 810 or 808 B.C.E., depending on whether in
this case the King’s actual accession to the throne (827 B.C.E.) or his official enthronement after the mourning period (825 B.C.E.) was regarded as
his “first year.” The bronze food container is called a “travel xu” (lü xu 旅盨),
indicating that its intended use was for rituals performed away from home.
The lü xu were often commissioned by persons charged with military or civil
responsibilities in distant locations.
The inscription is an important historical document reflecting communication between the Zhou and their counterparts and rivals in the south
and the southeast, peoples of the Huai River Valley. Usually collectively referred to as Yi 夷, they could sometimes also be called Rong 戎 or Man 蠻,
all of these terms not necessarily identifying their particular ethnic affiliation, but rather pointing to their non-Zhou identity. The Ju Fu xu indicates
that the peoples of the Huai River were expected to submit tribute to the
Zhou king. It is not unlikely that such obligations were bilateral, i.e. that the
Zhou kings required the rulers of the Zhou regional states (zhuhou 諸侯) to
maintain the reciprocity with the Huai Yi.
King Xuan’s general, Nanzhong, commanded Ju Fu to set out from the
metropolitan Zhou area and to proceed first to the southern zhuhou, possibly in order to convince them to provide some products for exchange. Ju Fu
had his traveling sacrificial vessel cast in the southernmost of these states,
Cai 蔡, located around present-day Shangcai 上蔡 in the south of Henan
Province. From there, accompanied by another royal representative, Gao Fu,
he had to go farther south in order to negotiate with rulers of the Huai
countries. The language of Nanzhong’s command implies that Ju Fu had to
convince all sides to resume their communication by means of diplomacy.
Nevertheless, as the Odes reflects, a new war between the Zhou and the
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“Southern States” of the Huai River broke out. As the “Chang wu” 常武 ode
relates,1 they were headed by the ruler of Xu 徐, located north of presentday Anhui 安徽 Province. General Nanzhong and other warlords were able
to vanquish Xu and to force its ruler to appear before the Zhou king with
expressions of loyalty.
Transcription

唯王十又八年正月，南仲邦父命駒父：即南諸侯。䢦（帥）高父
見南淮尸（夷）、厥取厥服。堇（謹）尸（夷）俗。彖（遂）不敢不
敬畏王命。逆見我、厥獻厥服。我乃至于淮小大邦。亡敢不[囗]
具逆王命。
四月，還至于蔡，作旅盨。駒父其萬年永用多休。
Translation

This was in the eighteenth year of the King, the first month.
Nanzhong Ban Fu commanded Ju Fu: “Attain [the cooperation of ]
the regional rulers of the south. Lead Gao Fu to visit the Yi-peoples
of Huai River and to see what they collect, what they contribute.
Be cautious with regard to the Yi people’s customs. May nobody
then even dare not to respect and fear the King’s command. [Let
the Huai Yi] welcome and visit us with their offerings and contributions. Thereupon we will attain the smaller and greater countries
of Huai River valley. May nobody dare not … and fully to welcome
the King’s command.”
In the fourth month, Ju Fu returned and attended Cai. He made
this sacrificial container for travels. May Ju Fu for ten thousand
years eternally use it for many blessings.

Further Reading

Jicheng 4464.
Mingwen xuan, no 442.

Huang Shengzhang, “Ju Fu xu gai mingwen yanjiu.”
Wang Hui, Shang Zhou jinwen, 252–54.
Xia Hanyi, Wengu zhixin lu, 160–65.

1

Legge, The Chinese Classics, IV, 557 [prg].
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241

zhong

Discovered in 1960 in a hoard of bronze objects at Qijiacun 齊家村, Fufeng
County, Shaanxi Province, near the Zhou royal residence on the Zhou Plain.
The chime includes eight bells graduated in size from 52 to 21 cm in height.
The four larger bells bear an identical inscription. Each of the smaller four
bells bears one part of the same text. There are two symmetrical groups of
nine bosses organized in rows of three on both sides of the vertical central
panel and the intaglio design; they represent two confronted dragons with
reversed heads on their lower striking areas. Such design makes the bells
typical of the late Western Zhou.1 The date indicated in the inscription
corresponds to 779 B.C.E., the third year of the last Western Zhou ruler
King You. In addition to Zha’s bells, the Qijiacun hoard included thirtyeight other objects commissioned by various persons during the late Western Zhou period: one cooking tripod of Bo Bang Fu 伯邦父, two tureens
of Zhong You Fu 仲友父, one steamer of Zhong Wo Fu 仲我父, eight bells,
one plate and a ewer for washing hands of Zhong Yi Fu 仲義父, one tripod
of Shu X Fu 叔 X 父, and two wine flasks of Ji Fu 季父. Some other objects
were not inscribed.
It is possible that objects from the Qijiacun hoard constituted a sacrificial set commissioned collectively by brothers or cousins for their ancestral
temple. As explained in the introduction to the Lai pan inscription (no. 63,
above), the terms bo 伯, zhong 仲, shu 叔, and ji 季 refer to the birth sequence
of the members of a generation in a family or distinguish the seniority of
branches in a lineage. In the present inscription, zhong 仲, part of the Great
Captain’s designation, is a kinship term of this kind. Zha, possibly a younger
brother of the family or a member of a subordinated branch of the lineage
that resided in Qijiacun, referred to his elder relative, who held the office of
Great Captain at the royal court, using this kinship term. It is noteworthy
that in several inscriptions from King Xuan’s reign, Bo the Great Captain 伯
大師 is mentioned (cf. Bo Ke hu 伯克壺, Jicheng 9725). Hence it is also conceivable that terms of lineage hierarchy could be used to designate the seniority of military officers, related or unrelated by blood.
Zha received the command to control the “Five Settlements” (wu yi 五
邑), referred to elsewhere as the “Five Settlements of the Eastern Suburb”
For the development of shank bells, see Falkenhausen, Suspended Music, 158ff., and So, Eastern
Zhou Ritual Bronzes from the Arthur M. Sackler Collections, 436 and 444-47.

1
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(dong bi wu yi 東鄙五邑), which were important settlements located to the
east of the royal residence on the Zhou Plain. Zha was appointed to administer the Five Cities not by the Zhou king, but by another high official, who
most probably was the appointee’s relative. This reflects the growing autonomy of metropolitan aristocracy during the reign of King You.
Transcription

唯王三年四月初吉甲寅，仲大師右柞，柞易𬰫（褘）、朱黃（璜）
.、
䜌（鑾）。 𤔲(司)五邑佃（甸）人事。柞拜手對揚仲大師休。用乍
大林鐘鈴。其子子孫孫永寶。
Translation

It was in the third year of the King, the fourth month, chuji, on jia
yin day (ganzhi no. 51). Zhong the Great Captain accompanied Zha
on his right-hand side. Zha was granted leather kneepads, vermillion pendants, and tinkling bells [for a banner]. He will administer
the affairs of the people in the Five Settlements and their suburbs.
Zha folded his hands and dared to extol in response the beneficence
of zhong the Great Captain. I, Zha use this occasion to make this
great chimed set of shank-bells and clapper-bells. May my sons and
grandsons eternally use them as a treasure.

Further Reading

Jicheng 133–39.
Mingwen xuan, no. 454.
Chen Gongrou, “Ji Jifu hu, Zha zhong ji qi tongchu de tongqi.”
Shaughnessy, Sources of Western Zhou History, 285.
Wang Hui, Shang Zhou jinwen, 270–72.
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bianzhong

These eight bells, which are graduated in size, were purchased on the Hong
Kong antiquities market in the 1990s and are presently in the collection of
the Beijing Poly Museum. Each bell bears part of a continuous inscription
that totals 155 words. The bells are decorated with two symmetrical groups of
nine bosses that are organized in rows of three on both sides of the vertical
central panel, as well as with confronted curled dragons with reversed heads,
cast intaglio on the lower striking areas. As such, they display typical features of the late Western Zhou ornamental style. Recent discoveries of bells
dating to the Spring and Autumn period, including Qin Gong yongzhong
and Zifan bianzhong (nos. 66 and 70), demonstrate that bianzhong were still
in use well after the end of the Western Zhou, especially in the western and
northern states. The inscription on the Rong Sheng bianzhong also suggests
an eighth-century date.
The Rong 戎 in the commissioner’s name may suggest his relation to
the Rong, i.e. non-Zhou, peoples. His ancient ancestor Patriarch Xian 憲,
first glorified in the inscription, was charged by King Mu of Zhou to govern other non-Zhou neighbors, called Man and Rong, in an “external land”
(waitu 外土), i.e. in the area outside of the direct control of the Zhou state.
King Mu’s policy of choosing and favoring the most trustworthy rulers of
alien polities in order to keep the others calm with their support is also reflected in later literary sources.
Rong Sheng’s father, Elder Zhao 昭伯, “assisted and joined” (zhaopi 召/
詔匹) Wen Hou 文侯 (780–746 B.C.E.), the ruler of Jin,1 in what is defined
as “making the King’s commands be respected,” possibly referring to the
re-establishment of the power of the Zhou royal court after its relocation
to its eastern residence, Chengzhou, in 770 B.C.E.. The word pi 匹, used in
this inscription as a verb (“to join”) and referring to the relationships between Rong Sheng’s father and Jin Wen Hou, signifies “pair,” “companion,”
“equal,” “mate,” and even “sexual partner” as a noun. Its choice indicates that
Elder Zhao had a status comparable to that of Jin Wen Hou—ruler of a
small but autonomous polity. Pi could refer just to a political alliance, but,
on the other hand, because of its sexual connotations, it could also refer to a
This is not the same person as the more famous Lord Wen of Jin (671–628 B.C.E.), who bore
the same posthumous name.

1
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marital alliance between Jin and Rong, achieved, for example, by exchange
of younger sisters, female cousins, or daughters.
The existence of such marital alliance is also suggested by the usage of
the graph sheng 生 in Rong Sheng’s name. It stands in a number of Western
Zhou bronze inscriptions for the kinship term that is more fully written as
sheng 甥. Sheng is one of the most complicated Chinese kinship terms, as it
could designate several kinds of male relatives to which a male individual
was related via females, including his maternal male cousin, his brother-inlaw (wife’s brother or sister’s husband), and his sister’s or daughter’s son.
It could even be applied to female relatives, particularly to a man’s sister’s
daughter.2 In sum, under the conditions of socially defined, patrilineal kinship, the term sheng was used to designate various affinal relatives. Considering that no other bells commissioned by female sponsors are currently
known, it is more plausible that Rong Sheng was male. By calling himself a
sheng from Rong, he emphasized his status as a relative of the ducal house
of Jin, to which he himself apparently served.
Rong Sheng participated in the war against Fantang 繁湯 (later known
as Fanyang 繁陽), a non-Zhou polity in the Huai 淮 River valley in presentday Xincai 新蔡 County, Henan Province, referring to it in almost the same
words as the inscription on the Jin Jiang ding 晉姜鼎 (no. 68, below). Like
Lady Jiang of Jin, the spouse of Jin Wen Hou, Rong Sheng was given a
large amount of salt created by evaporating spring water (lu 滷). The Duchy
of Jin controlled the only salt reservoir available in the entire middle Yellow River region, the Hedong Salt Lake in southwestern Shanxi province
near Yuncheng 運城, from the late Western Zhou onwards.3 Salt was hence
one of the most valuable local products of Jin. In view of the fact that the
gift of salt was granted in connection with the war against Fantang, it may
have been used as a means to induce the rulers of other polities to join the
campaign or grant passage through their territories. In Fantang, famous for
its bronze trade and craftsmanship, Rong Sheng captured “its auspicious
metal,” which he used for casting this set of chime bells.
Cf. Xu Chaohua, Erya jinzhu, 155–65 (“Shi qin” 釋親). For Chinese kinship terminology and
its changes over time see also also Feng, “The Chinese Kinship System,” 185–91; Kryukov, Sistema
rodstva kitaĭtsev, 150–203.

2

For the history of salt production in this area starting from the Paleolithic period with a reference to the Rong Sheng bianzhong inscription, see Li and Chen, “Cities and Towns: The Control
of Natural Resources in Early States, China,” 9–13.
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Transcription

惟十月乙亥。戎生（甥）曰: 休辝（台）皇祖憲公，
（桓桓）
.趩
趩（翼翼），啟 厥 明 心 ，廣巠（經）其猷，（臧）爯 穆 天 子 肅 霝
（靈）
.
，用建于茲外土，遹𤔲(司)蠻戎，用榦不庭方。至于辝（台）
皇考卲（昭）伯。
（還還）穆 穆 ，懿 肅 不 朁（僭），召（詔）匹晉
侯，用龔（恭）王命。今余弗叚（假）灋（廢）其𬱉（顯）光！對揚其
大福。劼（嘉）遣滷責(積)，俾譖（熸）征繁湯，取厥吉金。用作
寶協鐘。厥音雝雝、鎗鎗銿銿、 𪃙𪃙 、既龢（和）𠭯（且）盄
（淑）。余用卲追孝于皇祖皇考，用祈綽眉壽。戎生（甥）其萬年
無疆，黃老又耄畯保。其子孫永寶用。
Translation

It was in the eleventh month, on yihai day (ganzhi no. 12). Rong
Sheng said: “Blessed was my august ancestor Patriarch Xian! Martial and reverent, he opened his enlightened heart. Far-reaching and
thorough were his plans. He greatly relied on the … divine power
of the Son of Heaven Mu in order to establish himself in this external land so as to govern over Man and Rong, in order to deal with
the countries that did not pay court. His line lasted until my august
Deceased Father, Elder Zhao. Dexterous and reverent, admirably …
and not going beyond what is proper, he welcomed and joined my 4
Lord of Jin in order to make everyone abide by the King’s orders.
Now I do not corrupt and harm his illustrious glory! I respond to
this great blessing! I was luckily given a pile of spring salt, and so
exterminated and punished Fantang. I took their auspicious metal
and used it to make the treasured chime of bells. 5 Their sounds
are*q(r)oŋ-q(r)oŋ tsʰˤaŋ-tsʰˤaŋ toŋ-toŋ ʔˤәj-*ʔˤəj kˤrəj-kˤrəj, very
harmonious and fine! I use them to welcome and to express piety to
my august ancestors and my august Father, and to pray for longevity. May Rong Sheng last ten thousand years without limit, even to
hoary old age and older, and will long be under the protection of the
ancestors. May my sons and grandsons eternally use and treasure
these bells.

“My” here suggests that both Rong Sheng and his father assisted the same ruler of Jin, i.e. Jin
Wen Hou.

4
5

The last sentence parallels the inscription on the Jin Jiang ding (no. 68, below).
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